
ESSAYS ON MY FAMILY FOR KIDS

My family essays in 10 lines and More Sentences with short essay on My family for Ukg kids, Class 1 students in
English with pictures and info graph. Short Essay on My Family for Kids, Class 1 Students. We are seven family
members including my one sister, two brothers, my parents.

Birthday parties are and weddings are the parties that we frequently have as a family. We all are very serious
and disciplined for our future career and therefore work hard. He holds an excellent life experience because he
has already faced so many ups and downs. Some advantages are: 1. The Atmosphere in my Family: We
largely have a peaceful atmosphere at home. Families in India go beyond nuclear and extend to wider circles,
whereby the extended family lives together and are closely related. We are four people, my mother, my father,
my younger brother and me. Why I love My Family: Having a big family is interesting because the house
always feels warm. My family guides me to be a good person and help me in nurturing good values. A lot of
the things that were not acceptable in the past and we now see as normal. My family is a middle class family
and my father is officially the bread winner of our family. Why the Family is so important: The family plays a
central role in lives of individuals in teaching of moral values. In addition to this, all of my family members
help and serve each other at times of need. There has not been a single day we have had dinner without the
presence of other. We all celebrate every birthday with great love and pride. Indian families live together for
up to four generations under one roof and they manage to maintain lose family relations compared to other
families across the globe. My family has given me a good lesson of unity, love and cooperation with each
other. Most of the children are always at school and the house gets quiet but during holiday, we all unite
together as a full house. My mother is very sweet and takes care of every member of the family even though
she works as an accountant at a firm. During these vacations, plans begin early and when the time comes, it is
enjoyable and relaxing. He is joyful and always ready to heed correction. I pray God to gift everyone a family
like us More 10 Sentences about My family in English I live with a wonderful family whose members greatly
love each other. There is always teamwork within the family and good relationships are maintained. My lovely
grandmother is one of the nicest people I know, she tells my brother and I lovely stories every night. He drops
us to school every day. It is the elders of the family who at any given of time would know the world better
than us and we should all respect our family members and love our siblings as well.


